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[1]

The appellant appeals against his convictions for refusal to accompany and

refusal to give a blood specimen (third or subsequent) on the ground that the
District Court Judge erred in fact and in law. The appellant also appeals against his
sentence for the second conviction on the ground that it was manifestly excessive.
The appeal is opposed.
District Court decision
[2]

On 3 March 2014, Judge Wade
conducted a Judge alone trial. The appellant
W

was convicted on 8 May 2014.
[3]

The Judge found that the appellant was asleep when seen by

Constable McKenzie, sitting in the driver’s seat of his vehicle, which was parked
outside a supermarket.

It was 1.20 am and the engine was running.

Constable McKenzie woke the appellant and noticed that he had bloodshot eyes,
slurred speech and smelt strongly of alcohol. The Judge found that the appellant
refused to undergo a breath screening test.

The appellant was then asked to

accompany Constable McKenzie to the police station for an evidential breath test,
but he refused to do so. The Judge referred to the decision of Heath J in Brownlee v
Police HC Auckland CRI-2006-404-55, 27 July 2006 that the prosecution has the
onus of proving that the defendant made a conscious decision not to accompany
Constable McKenzie when requested to do so. The Judge found that in the present
case, there was no dispute that the appellant had refused to accompany
Constable McKenzie and had stated that the reason for the refusal was because the
appellant denied that he had been driving. The Judge found that this was a mistake
of law as it was no excuse to refuse a request to accompany on the ground of not
being the driver of the vehicle. Accordingly, the Judge found that the failing to
accompany charge was proved.
[4]

The refusal to accompany resulted in the appellant’s arrest. At the police

station, the appellant failed to provide sufficient breath for the evidential breath test.
When the appellant was required to provide a blood sample, he refused. Once at the
police station, the appellant would not provide the name of his lawyer and apparently
refused to use any of the lawyers on the roster sheet.

discharged. Given the penalty imposed, I consider it would be a waste of Court
resources for this matter to be reheard. In addition, a further hearing might also
affect the appellant’s fair trial rights. Accordingly, I consider that for this offence,
the appeal should be allowed and the conviction set aside.
[60]

Under s 233 of the Criminal Procedure Act, I am required to direct that a

judgment of acquittal be entered on both charges.
[61]

There is no need, therefore, to consider the appeal against sentence.

Result
[62]

The appeals against conviction are allowed. The convictions entered against

the appellant in the District Court are set aside. Judgments of acquittal are entered
on both charges.
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